
Great Grandma’s Perfect Pirogi Dough Recipe

Ingredients

2 ½ -3 ½ cups of gluten free 1-1 baking flour

1 cup sour cream

¾ stick of margarine

2 eggs

¼ teaspoon Xanthan Gum

Salt to taste

Mix ingredients together, using only 2 /1/2 cups of flour to start until soft dough ball forms in bowl

Once dough has pulled together enough and the dough ball has captured all the rouge bits in the bowl, if

dough is still too wet to form, add ¼ cup of flour at a time, until the dough “catches” and the ball forms

Transfer the dough ball onto a lightly floured surface. Begin to knead the dough. If the dough is wet and sticky,

using the ¼ cup at a time method, add flour a little bit at a time, kneading each small addition of the four into

the dough.

Once the dough ball has enough flour, knead the dough until the ball becomes stretchy. The ball should be able

to knead without breaking or cracking. Continue to knead the dough to get as much elasticity into the dough

and its firm.

Allow the dough to rest for at least 20 minutes on the counter, or several hours, covered with a plate and towel,

in the fridge.

Once dough has rested, take the ball and set it on a lightly floured surface. Knead the dough for a few minutes

to get it pliable and ready to work.

Roll the dough out to 1/16th of an inch, using a water glass, cut circles into the dough.

Take excess dough, ball up, knead smooth, then repeat prior step until all dough is used.

Fill circles with filling, being careful not to add too much of the filling so the pirogi can seal correctly.

Fold circle into half circle, crimping edges with fingers, finishing with the end tips of the tines on a fork.

In a large pot full of lightly salted boiling water, carefully add the pirogi into the pot. Once the pirogi have floated to the

surface, let them sit for 30-45 seconds, or until the pirogi begins to turn almost translucent.

Transfer boiled pirogi to a cookie sheet lined with wax paper and allow the pirogi to cool, flipping the pirogi after about

10 minutes to ensure an even drying.

Fry pirogi on Medium heat with butter until pirogi have a golden color on both sides. Roughly 2-3 minutes if fresh,

double if from frozen. Don’t be skimpy on the butter.

After pirogi have cooled and dried out a touch, they can be set inside a freezer, single layer style until fully frozen. Once

fully frozen they can be put into a sealed bag and frozen




